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The location of Kota Jantho as government town is too far and not in the center with other 
subdistrict towns, so that Kota Jantho hardly to be grown. Opening of access connecting Kota 
Jantho, with its hinterlands region Lamno and Keumala will increase interaction of the three 
region because the access can take a short cut distance towards to Kota Banda Aceh which is 
Capital City of the province, so that Kota Jantho is expected to become a transit town and at the 
same time becomes  centre of economic activities and regional growth for both subdistricts. 
Based on the condition is formulated research questions lifted in this study as follow: “What 
kind of potency can be developed at the hinterlands regions of Kota Jantho, Lamno and 
Keumala?” and “What kind of regional interaction opportunity is available with existence of 
road chain connecting Lamno – Kota Jantho – Keumala?”. Purpose of this study is to analyze 
potency and interaction of Lamno – Jantho – Keumala hinterland region with the existence of 
development and improvement of road chain in supporting Kota Jantho development becoming 
one of the economic growth center and government activity through target role and system of 
towns in regional development with existence of regional road chain. Beside that, it is need to 
analyze the potency of natural resources aspect, human resources and economic growth, also 
analyze the existing and future in its growths center because of the regional road chain.This 
research is survey research, by using data collecting technique through secondary data 
collecting, interview, and observation of field. Method applied is quantitative descriptive method 
using some analysis tools, namely Scalogram Guttmann, Location Quotient, spatial and 
descriptive analysis. 
Based on inferential study it is founded that (1) Improvement of accessibility and facility 
in Kota Jantho will accelerate the growth of Jantho, Lamno and Keumala region; (2) 
Development and improvement of road in Jantho – Lamno and Jantho – Keumala which will 
open economic access and activity opportunity for region passed by the joint streets; (3) 
Opening of access to Jantho-Lamno and Jantho-Keumala will peep out center new growths, for 
example Kota Keumala, will have an opportunity to be supplier of regional market level, Kota 
Jantho will be able to stand for transportation facility feeder of interregional transportation of 
goods and transit terminal and development of processing industrial sector of agricultural products from the middle line and Kota Lamno alike Keumala will grow to become supplier of 
agriculture commodity for regional market. 
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